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Refinement of 

current working solutions

What has been proposed?

What is immediately possible?

What is possible with more investment?

– Kim Friedman

Target 6 Reporting for 2020 



What Has Been Proposed

For Aichi 6, the ad Hoc Technical Expert 

Group (AHTEG) on Indicators for the 

Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011-

2020 (including FAO) produced a list 

of twenty one Specific Indicators, 

related to six Generic Indicators

twenty one





Guidance for Moving Forward

How would you choose?



Guidance

https://www.cbd.int/doc/meetings/sbstta/sbstta-20/information/sbstta-20-inf-27-en.pdf

https://www.cbd.int/doc/meetings/sbstta/sbstta-20/information/sbstta-20-inf-27-en.pdf


Guidance





1. Relevant 

1.1. Linked to the target; 1.2. Policy relevant; 1.3. Applicable at the 

appropriate level; 1.4. Consistent with international law. 

2. Methodologically sound 

2.1. Based on sound methodology; 2.2. Tested to be valuable; 2.3. 

Coherent and complementary.

3. Measurable 

3.1. Sustainable and of high quality; 3.2. Disaggregated; 3.3. 

Managed by one or more responsible agencies.

4. Easy to communicate and access 

4.1. Easy to interpret and communicate; 4.2. Easily accessible.

5. Limited in number and outcome focused at the global level 

5.1. Limited in number; 5.2. Flexible; 5.3. Outcome focused (for 

non-MOI target).

Criteria



Tiered Results

Accepted indicators. Conceptually clear and relevant to target, the

information is available and either are being produced regularly for

other processes or the information is easily available and can be

produced in a short time-frame and regularly with relatively little extra

effort

Group 1: 

Potentially accepted indicators. Conceptually clear and relevant to

target; the basic data is either available or can be collected regularly

with relatively little additional effort, but need additional processing and

analysis that cannot be insured with the human resources currently

available. Can be produced if a moderate level of additional resources

are made available. Can be made available within one year, and on a

regular basis from then on.

Group 2: 



Tiered Results

Indicators recommended for future further development. Conceptually

clear and relevant to target; the basic data is not available or it cannot

be collected regularly with the resources currently available, or

foreseen to become available in the near future. Need further work

before they can be operationalised

Group 3: 

Indicators not recommended. Conceptually unclear and not relevant to

target

Group 5: 

Indicators not recommended for immediate use. Conceptually clear

and relevant to target; the basic data is not available or it cannot be

collected regularly with the resources currently available, or foreseen to

become available in the near future. Address Generic indicators that

are already covered by more adequate or feasible indicators

Group 4: 



Tiered Results
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AICHI TARGET 6 

Target Species: Fish and invertebrate stocks and aquatic plants 

are managed and harvested sustainably, legally and applying 

ecosystem based approaches, so that overfishing is avoided, 

Overfished Target Species: Recovery plans and measures 

are in place for all depleted species, 

Threatened Species: Fisheries have no significant adverse 

impacts on threatened species and vulnerable ecosystems 

Ecosystem Structure and Function: Impacts of fisheries 

on stocks, species and ecosystems are within safe ecological limits. 
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FAO global capture production database

Contains catch data since 1950 by three variables:     i) country or 

territory (247); ii) species or higher taxonomic level (2033); iii) FAO 

major fishing area (26)

Way Forward
Making use of existing information and structures from FAO and others

for delivery into CBD and SDG



Way Forward



What is immediately possible? and 

What is possible with more investment?

in delivery of this story for 2020

Way Forward



Kim.Friedman@fao.org

Contact


